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Welcome to the March 2012 edition of the NARIC News. This month
we consider some of the latest developments in education
internationally.

Training Programme
We are delighted to
announce that our training
team will be returning to
Australia in May 2012.
Sessions are filling up
quickly so please do not
delay in booking. The full
schedule is available on the
UK NARIC website.

UK NARIC blog

Welcoming the new HK
Diploma
This year will see the first round of candidates completing the Hong
Kong Diploma for Secondary Education (HKDSE). It will also be the
last year in which students sit for the Hong Kong Advanced Level
Examination (HKALE) system; so there are two school-leaving
cohorts in 2012. (more...)

We are receiving a lot of
comments about our blogs.
Come and have a look at
what we are saying.

Stats update
The number of individual
enquiries received in
February has seen a decline
compared to the same
period in 2011 (more...)

Feedback
If you have any comments
about the service we provide
or any of the articles in this
issue please e-mail us
feedback@naric.org.uk

Asia-Pacific Quality
Network

New UK NARIC
Website

English Speaking
Africa

The Asia-Pacific Quality
Network serves the needs of
quality assurance agencies in
higher education for a region
that contains over half the
world's population. With the
greater mobility of graduates
across the region (more...)

The UK NARIC website was
last updated in 2007 and the
needs of our customers have
changed significantly since
then. (more...)

The 2009 figures from
UNESCO showed that there
were 3.3million outwardly
mobile students across the
world. The regions with the
largest number of mobile
students are East Asia and the
Pacific, North America and
Western Europe (more...)
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